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A Quick Note About TableTopia 
TableTopia is a 3rd party site dedicated to the digital simulation of board games. The digital 
copies of our MathMINDs games are hosted on this site because it allows for free access 
and rapid testing/iteration. TableTopia is not a part of our STMath platform and does not 
require an STMath login.   
 
MIND is committed to ongoing, safe access to our digital simulations.   To keep all access 
safe and secure, we offer various security measures like you would expect using Google 
Drive.  We also offer physical versions of all our games for those not wanting digital access. 
 
 
Playing Online with TableTopia 
The only way to access our games online is through our direct links - called play zones.  We 
intentionally leave all play zones unpublished so that there’s no way to find our games 
without being directly invited. There’s also no way to find a student’s specific instance of the 
game without a direct invitation. 
 
Each time a student accesses a game there’s a custom, randomly-generated code. This 
code acts like a Google Docs link offering a way for students to share their game with a 
friend or family member.  But in our play zones, once the game is closed the link is killed.  If 
a student goes back to play the game they will get a new code - keeping them behind an 
ever changing layer of anonymity.  
 
Like in Google Docs, there is a chat feature inherent to the site, but you must be an invited 
player/collaborator. Students can NOT use the chat feature to find players for their game. 
 
 
TableTopia Mobile Access 
With free access, mobile devices do not offer online play.  Students will download their 
game using a mobile code by entering it into the TableTopia app. They cannot create an 
online play zone.  As such, students don’t invite other players and chat is unavailable. 
Students must play with someone else in their physical environment by sharing their 
device.   


